
WRITE ACCESS 755 LAMP

Therefore, this user should also have writing permissions on the will see it has ownership of bitnami:daemon, and
directory permissions 

I don't know the setting for other web servers. This is very useful for a shared area where multiple people all
read and write the same files. Available values: trace8, I have an encrypted LVM all disk. The first letter is the
file type. Global configuration ServerRoot: The top of the directory tree under which the server's
configuration, error, and log files are kept. Timeout KeepAlive: Whether or not to allow persistent connections
more than one request per connection. The next three, "rws" are for the group-owner www , but you notice the
x in this case is actually an s - we will come to that in a moment. We recommend you leave this number high,
for maximum performance. That is read, and see the content of the directory. Do NOT add a slash at the end
of the directory path. Debian about Debian specific hints. Do NOT set it to On as it prevents. And Ubuntu
encrypted home catalog. See also the AllowOverride directive. Set to 0 to allow an unlimited amount. You
will need to log out and in again for this change to take effect - your group memberships are read at login time.
But as it stands you still don't have the ability to write to that area. Debian for details. No writing. It is
supposed to determine listening ports for incoming connections which can be customized anytime. If the
group is anything except "root" then all is well and good and you can skip this section: If it's "root" it will need
changing to something more sensible. We now need to address the permissions on the directory. Set to "Off"
to deactivate. It is also possible to configure the log level for particular modules, e. Because you're not in the
"www" group. It contains the configuration directives that give the server its instructions. Re: ubuntu  Now
this is where you'd skip to if you didn't need to switch the group from root to something else. The default is off
because it'd be overall better for the net if people had to knowingly turn this feature on, since enabling it
means that each client request will result in AT LEAST one lookup request to the nameserver. See their
respective man pages for detailed information. So if user "fred" in group "users" makes a file in there it would
be owned by "fred" in group "www".


